
Research shows that 83% of the time, people can
effectively manage relationships and tasks. However, 
in those 17% moments – when interactions become
more challenging and work becomes more difficult –
people discover the hard truth of whether or not they 
are able to continue to operate at their full potential. 

This truth is at the heart of emotional intelligence 
and leadership.

 
Steve Gutzler is a dynamic speaker who engages

audiences everywhere on leadership, 
emotional intelligence, and personal transformation. 
He has an exceptional ability to communicate clear

leadership and business solutions with humor, clarity,
and insight. Most importantly, Steve provides 

strategies on how to self-manage those 17% moments 
in business and life.

 
Through his programs, Steve inspires greatness for
individuals at every level. He believes every keynote

presentation should transform a life and inspire
leadership, and he presents with passion 

and conviction.
 

His clients include Microsoft, Seattle Seahawks,
LinkedIn, Pandora Radio, Starbucks, and Ritz Carlton.

Steve is also an executive coach to many CEOs,
business executives, and leading entrepreneurs.

NAVIGATE: 8 Breakthrough Principles
for Resilient and Successful Leaders

 
In his newest program, NAVIGATE: 

8 Breakthrough Principles for Resilient and
Successful Leaders, Steve Gutzler identifies 

the key principles and choices that will determine
your powerful breakthrough after the break-out. 

 
Successful leaders don’t drift towards success, 

they NAVIGATE.
 

In this globally unprecedented time for all
businesses, Steve will provide a clear roadmap 
of actionable steps to rebuild, rally your team, 

and regain business success.
 

In this virtual program, participants will learn:
• Self leadership strategies to grow your capacity

• Daily focused principles for 3% wins
• Visualization techniques for a powerful mindset

• How to pivot toward new innovations that 
set you apart

• How to attract great people and lead the way

Sizzle Reel
Steve's Website

CLICK HERE FOR:

STEVE GUTZLER

For booking information, please contact Michelle Joyce at 
704- 965-2339 or Michelle@MichelleJoyce.com

https://vimeo.com/283796737
https://www.michellejoyce.com/meet-our-speakers/steve-gutzler/

